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Abstract Tissue engineering has broad applications fro1n creating the n1uch
needed engineered tissue and organ structures for regenerative medicine to provid
ing in vitro testbeds for drug testing. In the later, application domain, creating al
veolar lung tissue and simulating the diffusion process of oxygen and other possi
ble agents front the air into the blood stream as 'veil as 1nodeling the removal of 
carbon dioxide and other possible entities-from the blood stremn are of critical in1-
portance to siinulating lung functions in various environments. In this paper, we 
propose a physics-based n1odcl to simulate the alveolar gas exchange and the al~ 
veolar ditTusion process. Tissue engineers, for the first time 1nay utilize these si-
1nulation results to better understand the underlying gas exchange process and 
properly adjust the tissue gro\ving cycles. In this \Vork, alveolar tissues are imaged 
by n1eans of an Optical Coherence Microscopy (OCM) system developed in our 
laboratory. As a consequence, 30 alveoli tissue data \\1ith its inherent complex 
boundary is taken as input to the simulation system, \Vhich is based on co1nputa· 
tional fluid n1echanics in simulating the alveolar gas exchange. The visualization 
and the simulation of diffusion of the air into the blood through of the alveoli tis· 
sue is performed using a state-of·art Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Results 
sho\v the real-ti1ne simulation of the gas exchange through the 2D alveoli tissue. 
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Introduction 

Tissue engineering is a collaborative effort that transcends different fields of 
science and technology: biology, 1nechanics, 1nathematics, computer science and 
engineering. It is of utn1ost important that the engineered tissues replicate the 
normal functionality of the tissue being replaced. Thus the modeling and silnula
tion of the tissue's bion1echanics and its real-tin1e visualization \Viii enable tissue 
engineering experts to understand the engineered tissue's functionality and to es
tiinate their functionality under different physiological conditions. 

Our focus is on the bion1echanics of the lung epithelial tissue and its role in the 
alveolar gas exchange process, which plays a key role in oxygenating the blood 
and releasing the carbon-di-oxide from the blood. Recent technological advances 
in rnedical imaging have led to the availability of 40 macroscopic lung images 
and the esthnation of macroscopic lung tissue properties such as the Young's 
modulus [I, 2). 1-lowever the complexity of i1naging the nlicro-structures inside 
the lungs has lin1ited the understanding of the alveolar gas exchange process in a 
single breath. Thus n1odeling and simulating the alveolar tissue's role in the gas 
exchange process \Viii shed light on tissue engineering related issues. 

Commercial soft\vare such as CFD-ACE and CFD-GEOM enable a generalized 
tool for performing con1putational fluid dynamics for both s1nooth and co1nplex 
boundaries f3]. These tools are nu1nerically precise in the computations but are 
lin1ited by their non-real~time performance, \vhich ha1npers a real-tilne visualiza
tion of the gas exchange process. A sen1inal \Vork on sin1ulating stable fluids with~ 
in smooth boundaries \Vas proposed by Stam et al. [4, 5], \vho employed a semi
Lagrangian method invented by Courant et al. [6]. This \\'ork introduced the stable 
real-tiine CFO si1nulations to the graphics and animation comnn1nity. More recent 
\vork done by peers in this co1nnn1nity has sho\vn that accurate fluid dynamics si
mulations for stable fluids and fluid-solid couplings \vithin smooth boundaries are 
possible [7, 8]. The simulation of stable fluids \vithin accurate co1nplex boundaries 
has not been investigated in the graphics community because of its computational 
complexity. The con1plcxity in simulating the con1putational fluid dynainics is al
leviated by the usage of the state-of-art Graphics Processing Units (GPU) that 
provides a co1nputational capability of approxirnatcly I Tera FLOPS. Such GPUs 
have been employed for sinn1lating JD fluid flo\v dynamics for si1nple boundaries 
[9] and 30 cloud dynamics [IO]. 

In this paper, \Ve are extending the frame\vork discussed in [4] to simulate the 
alveolar gas exchange through the complex and pern1eable tissue boundaries on 
GPUs. The diffusion of oxygen and carbon-di-oxide in the tissue requires a cross~ 
ing of the boundary in the tissue-air and tissue-blood boundaries. A JD tissue 
membrane is obtained fron1 a cultured epithelial tissue, \Vhich is i1naged in our la
boratory through an optical in1aging technique kno\Vll as Optical Coherence Mi
croscopy (OCM) [I I]. The con1plex boundary is discretized to a fine~scale thereby 
facilitating an accurate representation of the alveolar tissue surface for the simula-
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lion system. Moreover, the real-thne shnulation of the alveolar gas-exchange and 
diffusion through the tissue provides an effective visualization of the underlying 
process for the tissue-engineering experts. The key contribution of this paper is the 
inclusion of con1plex boundaries 'vith porous membrane property for shnulating 
the gas exchange in addition to the permeability and the diffusivity of air through 
the pcnneable n1e1nbrane into the blood on GPUs. 

This paper is organized as follo,vs: In the next section 'vc briefly describe the 
optical image acquisition process. Then, \Ve present the theory and the mathen1ati 4 

cal n1odel that \Ve used to silnulate the alveolar gas-exchange and diffusion proc
esses through a complex boundary. Subsequent to the description of the 1nathe
n1atical model, the implementation details and issues regarding the ntunerical 
1nethods and con1plex boundaries are explained. \Ve conclude the paper with 2D 
results sho\ving the diffusion process in the permeable alveolar tissue constructs. 

Optical Imaging of Alveolar Tissues by Optical Coherence 
.Microscopy (OCM) 

Optical Coherence Microscopy (OCM) is a noninvasive high resolution and 
high sensitivity depth-resolved in1aging technique, [JI] \vhich is developed in our 
laboratory for high invariant resolution throughout the san1ple [12]. By 1neasuring 
the backscattering and back reflected light, OCM syste1ns provide cross-sectional 
itnagcs of the internal nlicrostructurcs presented in the alveolar tissues. The OCM 
system used in our laboratory to in1age the alveoli tissues is depicted in Fig. 1. 

PC 
FC 

Com 

Fig. 1. A Schematic of the custom built OCM system. 

In Fig. J, FC represents a fiber coupler, PC are polarization controllers, Col is 
colli1nating optics, DC is the dispersion compensation mechanism, DG is a dif-
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fraction grating, LC is a line CCD, SP is a spectrometer, and M is a nlirror. An 
OCM syste1n is sin1ilar in essence to an ultrasound in1aging system in the sense 
that the ti1ne that the light reflects off the tissue is 1neasured. Since light propa· 
gates too fast to be nleasured directly, an interfero1neter is used to nteasure relative 
tin1e. 

By collecting 200 axial scans and 200 x·z images \Vith OCM \Ve have gathered 
200µ1n x 200µ1n surface, and 25µm depth information of the alveolar tissue in 30. 
The 3D data is then visualized through a custo1n built volu1ne renderer en1ploying 
a 30 texture slicing technique on GPU [13]. A 3D visual volu1netric representa
tion of the alveolar tissue can be seen in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Visualization of the alveolar tissue through 3D texture slicing volumetric rendering. 

Theory of the Mathematical Model 

We model both the inhaled air into the alveolar tissue as \Yell as the blood tlo\v
ing to get oxygenated as incompressible viscous fluids. As it can be seen in Fig. 3, 
\Ve have t\vo fluid cha1nbers and the tissue do1nain for diffusion in behveen them. 

The tissue cells \Vhcrc the air diffuses through are modeled as the boundary for 
those hvo viscous fluids. However, to shnulate the diffusion through the tissue, \Ve 
needed to define a bounded don1ain for it. In Fig. 3b, the complex surface bounda
ries for the tissue do1nain is sho\vn. 
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Fig. Ja. Illustration of the mathematical model with two nu id chambers and the alveolar tissue in 
between: a 30 representation. 

Fig. Jb. Illustration of the mathematical model with two fluid chambers and complex surface 
boundaries for the alveolar tissue: a 2D representation 

Air am/ blood as i11compressible fluids 

Generally all fluids are governed by Navier-Stokes equations. These equations 
represent the state of the fluids and ho\\' this state evolves \Vi th respect to thne and 
space. Navier-Stokes equations can be obtained from basic Nc\vton la\vs, conser
vation of n1ass, and conservation of momenhnn. A detailed derivation of Navier
Stokes can be obtained fro1n Griebal et al. [14] and Chorin and Marshden [15]. In 
\\'hat follo\VS, \Ve briefly stunmarize the governing equations for incon1prcssiblc 
fluids. 

.!__ ,h p(x,l'J</x = 0 
dt ' 

(I) 
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Equation (I) states that the derivative of the n1ass \Vi th respect to time should 

vanish to conserve mass. In (I), p (.'1:,t) represents the density of the fluid, and flt 

denotes the don1ain of the fluid. By applying the Reynold's transport theoren1, 
\Vith u representing the velocity field, \Ve get the follo\ving equation, 

(2) 

For incompressible fluids, the first term vanishes; hence, the conservation of 
1nass states that incompressible fluids should have a non divergent velocity field, 
\vhich is given in (3) as 

V · u(x,t)= 0 (3) 

The n1on1entu1n of the fluid can be defined over the fluid domain fl1as follo\vs 

m{x,I) = b, p(x,t }1{x,1 )dx (4) 

The second Newton law states that the momentum of the fluid should be pre
served. In other \Vords, the rate of change of the n101nentun1 \Vith respect to time 
should be equal to the su1nmation of the forces applying on the fluid expressed as 

Equation (5) simply states that the change in the momentun1 is a sum of the 
body force density and the internal surface forces sununation. These internal 
forces can be a contbination of a surface force, such as pressure, and stresses, such 

as viscosity drag forces. In (5), CT (.-.:,t) represents the stress tensor. After applying 

the transport theorem, the product rule, and the divergence theore1n, as 'veil as in
corporating the incon1prcssible fluids non-divergent velocity field provided by (3) 
into (5), \Ve can \Vrite 

~u(x,I )+ u(x,I) · Vu{x,I )+ _!_ Vp(x,t) = /1 V'u{x,I) + g(x,1) (6) 
a1 p P 

Jn (6), p(x,I) represents the pressure, andµ represents the dynamic viscosity of 

the fluid. In order to model the fluid 1nass propagation and the rate of change of 
density field, ,ve follo\v the Stant's lead (4]. \Ve derive the rate of change of den-
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sity relating the average n1ass fluxes in tern1s of the diffusion and advcctive drag 
effect of the velocity as 

~ p(x,t)+ u(x,I )· V p(x,t )= KV 2 p(x,t)+ s(x,t) 
01 

(7) 

In (7), K is the diffusion constant. The rate of change of density at a fluid cell 

depends upon the diffusion and the current velocity moving through the fluid cell. 

The s(."11) term is incorporated into the linear advection equation to account for 

the sources added into the simulation apart from the inflo\v boundary. Equations 
(6) and (7) together with (3) fonn the basis for the simulation of the air and blood 
tlo\v in our alveolar fluid dynainics model. In [16], the authors develop a solution 
procedure fOr convective diffusion, similar to (7), and provide example solutions 
for shear and elliptic tlo\v, 

Fick's law ofdiff11sio11 and Darcy law for diff11siot1 tltrouglt 
alveolar tissue 

The ditTusion of a fluid is governed by Fick's la\v that predicts ho\v the diffu
sion changes the density field \Vith respect to tin1e and space. Fick's la\V is given 
as 

~ p(x,t) = KV 2 p(x,t) 
01 

(8) 

'vhich is used to model the diffusion through the alveolar tissue. The alveolar tis
sue is basically modeled as a fluid \vhere the velocity field is always zero, \Vhich is 
a direct i1nplication of Fick's Law and it is satisfied on the permeable boundaries 
through a free-slip boundary condition for velocity. 

The amount of air that is coming into the tissue fron1 the air chamber needs to 
be detcnnined initially for the diffusion through the tissue chrunber. \Ve model the 
air-tissue and tissue-blood boundaries as porous \Valls of the alveolar tissue, perN 
mitting the air to pass through. The average 1nass flux through these \Valls is given 
by Darcy's la\v that relates the average n1ass flu."X to permeability and pressure 
gradient, as 

If/=_!._ Vp(x,t) 
JI 

(9) 
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In (9), T represents permeability of the alveolar tissue; l/f gives the average 

1nass flux. 

Algorithms, Numerical Techniques, and Details of 
Implementation 

In order to solve the partial differential equations (PDEs) (6), (7), (8) and (3) 
\VC make use of the Hehnholtz Hodge decomposition theorem [14, 15], \Vhich is 
given as 

u{x,1)~ u.,{x,1)+ Y'p(x,t) (10) 

Equation (IO) tells us that a vector field, 11, in fluids velocity field, can be de
composed into a divefgent free (mass conserving), UJf and curl free (irrotational), 

V p, vector fields. TI1e irrotational part can be represented as a gradient of a poten

tial field, \Vhich is the pressure. By taking the divergenCe of(IO), we can \vrite the 
Poisson-pressure equation, 

Y' · u{x,I) ~ \7 2 p(x,t) ( 11) 

In order to solve these PDEs given in (3), (6), (7), (8), (9), (I I) numerically, the 
do1nain of the fluids needs to be discretized. \Ve use collated uniform grids, al
though n1ore accurate discretization 1nethods exist in the literature, i.e. staggered 
grids, Marker and Cell (MAC) [17, 18], Boundary Fitted Grids [19]. We chose 
collocated grids given their ease of imple1nentation on GPUs \'r'ith floating point 
textures. As for the boundary conditions for the fluids, we have used the Neumann 
boundary condition for pressure and density, \vhich states that there is no change 
in the density or pressure along the normal direction at the boundary. \Ve have 
used the free-slip boundary condition for velocity to further guarantee that no flo\V 
penetrates into the boundary. \Ve obtained the complex geo1netry of the boundary 
through a segn1entation carried out on the OCM imaged alveolar tissue. \Ve 
flagged the cells in the do1nain as air, blood, tissue cells, and boundary cells wrap
ping the fluid chambers. The air-tissue and tissue-blood boundaries \Vere further 
flagged as pern1eable boundaries. Fig. 4 sho\VS the gridding, boundary and tissue 
marking. 
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Fig. 4. Uniform grids, boundary strips, marking of cells as boundary and fluid, i.e. tissue, air or 
blood. 

In order to effectively represent the boundary and provide accurate siTnulations, 
\Ve have created 3x3 marking kernels in the marking of the boundary cells to over
co1ne the sharp edges in the boundary \Vhich cause discontinuities throughout the 
boundary \Vhen skipped. To simulate the penneability, \Ve have deducted the aver
age 1nass flux calculated by (9) fron1 the neighboring air cells to the air-tissue 
boundary and added this amount of mass flux into the tissue as ne\V n1ass sources 
in each fran1e of the sin1ulation. We have maintained the Neumann boundary con
dition for density \Vhile still simulating the fluid diffusing through the 1nembrane. 

Jn order to satisfy the stability require1ncnts, we simulate the elliptic and para
bolic PDEs with in1plicit methods instead of explicit ntethods. This approach also 
helps the real-thne perfom1ancc, because \Ve can tin1e step bigger intervals. An 
excellent coverage of the solution of the PD Es \Vith explicit and in1plicit methods 
can be found in [20]. To implen1ent the i1nplicit n1ethods for the elliptic PDEs, \Ve 
make use of Jacobi iterative technique for the solution of Ax=b, \Vhere A is a tri
diagonal \Vilh fringes matrix, x contains the next time step density or pressure val
ues; b contains the current shnulation state. For the advective terms in appearing 
in (6), and (7) \Ve have used Sta1n's stable semi-Lagrangian method [4]. All the 
differential tenns are approxi1nated by the central difference method. 

In Fig. 5, the steps of the algorithnt to simulate the incon1pressible viscous flu
ids are illustrated. At each tin1e step, the nonlinear momentum equation is iterated 
\Vith implicit viscous diffusion and se1ni-Lagrangian advection steps. Then the 
values obtained for the flo\V are inunediately used to move the densities around 
along \Vi th the solution of the linear convective diffusion given in (7). Jn the tissue 
do1nain, only the Fick la\v's diffusive equation (8) is solved, since there is no flo,v 
inside the tissue. The source tenn in (7) represents the an1ount of density con1ing 
into the tissue from the air cha1nber along \Vith the air difil1sing fro111 the tissue to 
the blood chamber. As it can be seen in Fig. 5, at each titnc step, the results are vi
sualized through an orthographic projection and an appropriate color coding e1n
beddcd. 
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Fig. 5. The steps of the algorithm for incompressible viscous flow and diffusion through the al· 
veolar tissue. 

Results 

\Ve have hnplementcd the sinnilator and run the tests \Vith a Dell XPS710 sys
tem with Intel Core 2 CPU at 2.4 Gllz, 2 Gl3 RAM and the NVIDIA 8800 GTX 
graphics card. All the parts of the simulator hnplemented with DirectX 10 Graph
ics API \Vith floating point textures and render target principles in order to run the 
shnulator con1pletely on the GPU. Since the tissue engineers have to use a \Vatcr
likc liquid instead of blood in their gro\ving tissue cultures, \Ve have made the si
mulations \Vith the \Vater para1neters instead of blood. In Table 1, all the parmne
ters used in the siinulations are shown. 

Table 1. Parameters used in the alveolar tissue simulation [14, 21]. 

Chambers length depth grid Density dynamic diffusion Pennebility Partial 

[µm] [µm] spacing p, viscosity constant t, darcy Pressure, 02 

dx,flun] [kg/m'] p, [kg/ms] K, {m2/s] [10'12
111

1
] [mmHgJ 

Air 200 125 0.26 1.165 l.86xl0'5 l.88xl0._s JOO 

Tissue 200 25 0.26 l.Oxl0'5 0.062 varied 

Water 200 50 0.26 995.7 7.98xl0-t l.9xl0'" 40 

The sinn1lator currently runs only in 2D, and the velocity and the density fields 
are visualized at the end of each thne step. The green isosurfaces sho\v the 1nagni
tude of the velocity field in do\Vn\vard direction (+z), vertical to the tissue surfhce, 
and the red isosurfaces sho\\'S 1nagnitude of the velocity field in the axial direction 
(+x). The con1bination of the colors, such as orange and ycllo\v, sho\vs that the ve
locity field has l\vo components and both of then1 are non-zero. The density field 
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is represented as \Vhite inside the air chamber, green inside the porous alveoli tis
sue, and red inside the blood chamber. The density and the velocity sources arc 
added into the shnulation by clicking the mouse, since \Ve have not yet estin1ated 
alveolar ventilation flo\v into the air chamber. Results are sho\vn in Fig. 6 and Fig. 
7. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, \Ve have set up a physics-based mathematical model to si1nulate 
the diffusion of the air through the permeable alveolar tissue constn1cts imaged 
\Vith an OCM system developed in our laboratory. The physics based mathen1ati
cal model incorporates the physical properties of the alveolar tissues. Our n1odel 
combined \Vith a physically-correct 4DCT registration algorithn1, which provides 
the input .iir flo\V (i.e. regional ventilation) \Viii be used in future \vork to predict 
parameters ·~fthe alveolar tissues. For instance, the inverse analysis of the Darcy's 
la\V \Viii b6 perforn1ed to get the correct penneability values of the porous tissue. 
\Ve have developed the silnulator on GPUs to be able to provide the real-time si
n1ulations of the n1athematical model. Our GPU sinn1lations are one of the first of 
its kind to provide the flo\v across a porous mediun1 with permeable boundaries, 
\vhich has not been in1ple1nented on GPUs to-date. Furthermore our model uses 
the exact diinension of the engineered alveolar tissue and takes into account the 
coin lex eometr of the tissue b OCM o tical in1a in . 

a) The initial density field in the air chamber b) Diffusion starts into the tissue at Ss. 
at ls. 
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c) Diffusion reaches the blood cha1nber at 
15s. 

e) Low diffusivity in the blood chamber, at 
4min 

d) The tissue is oxygenated at 2min. 

f) All the gas has diflUsed into the blood 
chamber at IOmin. 

Fig. 6. The diffusion of the air through the alveolar tissue with complex surface boundary shown 
as the evolution of the density profile. 

a) The initial air flo\v in the air chamber at 
Is. 

b) The flovis in both chambers \Vith different 
viscosities at !Os. 
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c) Viscous diffusion and sclf-advccting flo\VS 
in both chambers at 90s. 

e) The flows are afTected by viscosity, flow 
profiles at 4min. 

d) The Divergence of flows used in the ve
locity correction at 2min. 

f) The frictional effect of the viscosity dimin
ishes the flO\VS in both chambers at lOmin. 

Fig. 7. The evolution of incompressible viscous flow profiles in the air and the blood chambers. 
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